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 Events
Workshop on ribosome profiling
1–2 July 2021
Hands-
on data analysis sessions were presented
by the teams behind a web-
based tool (
riboseq.
org)
and command-line processing pipeline (riboviz). Uwe
Ohler’s keynote talk on finding translated regions
emphasized the importance of statistical methods and
interdisciplinary collaboration. We ended with a session
on the future of ribosome profiling, including talks on
applications to different organisms, TCP-seq to measure
translation initiation and selective ribosome profiling for
nascent protein folding. Participants shared prospects
for simplified experimental preparations and improved
and less-
biased analysis tools. The workshop had a
positive collaborative atmosphere and great feedback
from participants.

Julie Aspden (University of Leeds, UK)
Edward Wallace (University of Edinburgh, UK)

Translation UK
28–30 June 2021
The annual Translation UK organized by the Biochemical
Society took place online from 28 to 30 June. The virtual
platform allowed 148 participants to join from around
the world.
The meeting began with a plenary talk by Professor
Anne Willis, highlighting the role of eIF4B in cell
cycle regulation. Session talks were delivered by both
students and post docs and provided a flavour of the
cutting-edge research taking place within the field of
translational control. This included talks showcasing
novel technologies currently being developed to
further our knowledge of translational control through
to highlighting the role of translational control in
diseases such as cancer and neurodegeneration.
During the meeting, a special session was dedicated
to the celebration of the life of Professor Richard
Jackson (1940–2020). Richard was a widely respected
leader within the field of translation control and is
well known for his major contributions to the field
including developing the widely used reticulocyte lysate
system for programmed translation, which enabled in
vitro investigations of the mechanisms of translation.
This session was led by past students and colleagues of
Richard who all brought memories of their time working

with Richard and showcased the great scientist and man
that he was.
In addition to the scientific sessions, a dedicated
careers event was included. This allowed an array
of both academic and non-
academic careers to be
showcased. It also provided an opportunity and
platform for current students and post-
docs to
discuss possible careers options. This session was very
well received and will be included again in future
Translation UK meetings.
The conference was closed with a presentation by
the Nobel prize winner Professor Ada Yonath who
gave her perspectives on ribosome structures and the
development of future therapeutics.
The best talks were won by Grant Marshall from the
Abbott lab and Daisy Vinter from the Ashe lab and the
poster prize went to Angela Rubio from the Willis lab.
The next conference will take place in Sheffield next year
from 29 June to 1 July 2022.
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This Biochemical Society training event, with generous
support from BBSRC, attracted 80 participants from
across the world to share knowledge about ribosome
profiling, the state-of-the-art method to study protein
synthesis in live cells. We had a mixture of talks,
discussions and hands-on sessions, which worked well
for an online workshop spread over two afternoons.
Based on feedback from the 2016 workshop we had
concurrent sessions specifically designed for beginners
and experts, as well as plenary sessions on general topics.
After an introduction to the experimental and
computational aspects of ribosome profiling, all speakers
shared their ‘top tips’ for ribosome profiling. Three
consensus messages emerged: first, the experimental
design must follow the biological question; second,
pay attention to fundamentals such as read length, 3-nt
periodicity, and ribosomal RNA contamination; third,
ask for help from experts in the technique.

Susan Campbell (Sheffield Hallam University, UK)
Lydia Castelli (University of Sheffield, UK)
Guillaume Hautbergue (University of Sheffield, UK)
Prachi Stafford (Sheffield Hallam University, UK)
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